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Executive summary
Purpose of this report
This submissions report summarises and responds to the issues raised through public consultation on the
review of environmental factors (REF) for the rehabilitation and painting of Raleigh Bridge on the Old
Pacific Highway/ Keevers Drive, Raleigh. The bridge is a steel truss on concrete pier bridge which was
opened in 1935. The bridge crosses the Bellinger River in the Bellingen Shire in northern New South
Wales.

The proposal
Roads and Maritime proposes to undertake full removal of the existing paint coating on the bridge using dry
abrasive blasting, as well as corrosion repair and rehabilitation of some bridge elements, repainting of the
bridge, and installation of new guardrail. The proposal has an anticipated duration of 12 months to
complete the work.
Overall, the bridge is old and, consequently, requires the proposed essential maintenance to ensure it can
continue servicing the community. Repainting the bridge and repairing steel elements is a complicated
process that will take time. Without the work, the bridge would deteriorate and may eventually need to be
closed.
The proposed work involves:
•

Closure of the bridge to traffic for up to 12 months, except for school buses during designated periods

•

Paint removal, including dry abrasive blasting of the steel truss to remove existing paint layers
(including the lead based primer)

•

Steel repairs, including remediating or replacing steel elements that are corroded or damaged

•

Painting the steel truss in Roads and Maritime Bridge Grey colour

•

Replacing the guardrail system with W-beam guardrail.

A more detailed description of the proposal is found in the Raleigh Bridge rehabilitation and painting REF.

REF public display
Roads and Maritime placed the REF on public exhibition from 19 February to 16 March 2018 and invited
submissions relating to the project.
The REF was made available online and printed copies were displayed at three locations (Bellingen Shire
Council; Urunga Library; Mylestom Library). The public display was advertised on the Roads and Maritime
website, via a media release issued by the local MP, and via postcards delivered to local residents in the
Urunga, Raleigh, Repton and Mylestom areas.
The project team held a community drop-in session that involved a staffed display of the REF on Monday,
5 March at Raleigh Hall from 3.00-7.00 pm.
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Key issues raised in submissions on the REF
Roads and Maritime received 16 submissions in response to the REF during the exhibition. Submissions
generally supported the proposed works and did not outright object to the proposal, however many
respondents sought/ recommended additional mitigation measures for the project. The issues raised in the
16 submissions can be categorised into the following key themes:

•

Access, including the following sub-categories
- cyclists (general and events)
- local traffic, including restricted driver’s licences and buses
Safety

•

Impact to business

•

Timeframe/duration of work

•

Other matters/additional work requests (lighting and signage).

•

Environmental management measures
After consideration of the issues raised in the public submissions, the proposal has been refined to take
into consideration the submissions received. Roads and Maritime has included additional commitments and
measures to help address and minimise impacts, including:
•

Installing a temporary walkway on one side of the bridge to facilitate cyclists and pedestrians crossing
the river while the work is carried out. The community will be informed of the details of this
arrangement, including how it can be accessed, before work starts

•

Working with TAFE to allow buses transporting students to cross the bridge at the same time as school
buses

•

Working with bicycle user groups, charities and related businesses to facilitate access for events

•

Continuing to work with Raleigh Dairy Holdings to better understand their needs and ways they can be
assisted

•

Roads and Maritime have identified a number of restricted licence holders who might be affected by the
bridge closure. Roads and Maritime will work with these people throughout the project to minimise
impacts associated with the closure.

The additional measures outlined above aim to assist in minimising some of the key impacts raised in the
submissions.

Next steps
Roads and Maritime is the determining authority for the REF. Roads and Maritime will assess the proposal,
including the submissions report and make a determination.
Roads and Maritime will continue to communicate with community members, government agencies and
other stakeholders during the construction phase of the proposal.
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1. Introduction and background
1.1 The proposal
Roads and Maritime Services proposes to undertake rehabilitation and painting of Raleigh Bridge on the
Old Pacific Highway/ Keevers Drive, Raleigh. The bridge is a steel truss on concrete piers. The bridge
crosses the Bellinger River in the Bellingen Council Local Government Area of northern New South Wales.
The Raleigh Bridge was opened in 1935 and the original lead-based paint remains on the bridge. The
bridge’s paint system is failing and there are areas of crevice corrosion and impact damage affecting the
integrity of the bridge, therefore the bridge needs to be repaired and repainted to remain serviceable. The
bridge is also a heritage-listed item.
Roads and Maritime proposes to undertake full removal of the existing paint coating on the bridge using dry
abrasive blasting, as well as corrosion repair and rehabilitation of some bridge elements, repainting of the
bridge, and installation of new guardrail. The proposal has an anticipated duration of 12 months to
complete the work.
The proposed works involve:
•

Closure of the bridge to traffic for up to 12 months, except for school buses during designated periods

•

Site establishment, including erecting scaffolding and sealed containment of the steel truss bridge
spans, including from the bridge deck and using barges secured on the river

•

Paint removal, including dry abrasive blasting of the steel truss to remove existing paint layers
(including the lead based primer)

•

Steel repairs, including remediating or replacing steel elements that are corroded or damaged

•

Painting the steel truss in Roads and Maritime Bridge Grey colour

•

Replacing the guardrail system with W-beam guardrail

•

Works site disestablishment.

A more detailed description of the Raleigh Bridge rehabilitation and painting project is found in the Raleigh
Bridge rehabilitation and painting REF, February 2018. A Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) document
prepared by Roads and Maritime is also available on the Raleigh Bridge project website
(www.rms.nsw.gov.au/raleighbridge) and at Appendix A of this report. This document explains various
aspects of the works in more detail, including why the proposal is expected to take up to 12 months.
The location of the proposal and its key features including the regional context is shown in Figures 1.1 and
1.2. Figure 1.3 identifies a detour route via the Pacific Highway, using travel from Repton to Raleigh as an
example.
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1.2 REF display
Roads and Maritime prepared an REF to assess the environmental impacts of the proposal. The REF was
publicly displayed between 19 February and 16 March 2018. Copies of the report were available at three
locations, as detailed in Table 1-1. The REF was also placed on the Roads and Maritime project website
and made available for download.
The project team held a community drop-in session that involved a staffed display at the Raleigh Hall on
Monday, 5 March from 3.00-7.00 pm.
Table 1-1: Display locations

Location

Address

Bellingen Shire Council

33-39 Hyde Street, Bellingen

Urunga Library

30 Bonville Street, Urunga

Mylestom Store

16 George Street, Mylestom

Preliminary consultation to inform the proposal and preparation of the REF started in August 2017 and
included telephone calls, emails and face-to-face discussions with the following stakeholders:
•

Bellingen Shire Council

•

Raleigh Dairy Holdings

•

SRH Milk Haulage

•

Norco Foods

•

HQ Sands

•

Raleigh Raceway

•

Busways

•

Department of Transport

•

Raleigh Public School

•

Some community members/ local residents

•

Raleigh Winery (consultation was attempted).

The following stakeholders were also contacted as part of preliminary consultation:
•

Emergency services

•

Coffs Cycle Club

•

Dorrigo Urunga Bellingen Bicycle Users Group.

Copies of the December 2017 project update were emailed to the above stakeholders in late December.
The wider community was also informed about the project, with 1000 copies of the December 2017 project
update dropped to residences in Urunga, Mylestom, Raleigh and Repton in January 2018.
Residents were invited to register their interest in the project and to receive regular updates.
The Member for Oxley issued a media release in December informing the public about the project and the
potential impacts of the work, notably the proposed closure of the bridge.
A postcard regarding the proposal and REF process was dropped to 2000 residences in Urunga, Mylestom,
Repton and Raleigh from 20 February 2018.
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A Facebook post inviting people to attend the drop-in session was posted to Roads and Maritime’s
Facebook page on 4 March and reached more than 12,000 people.
Twenty (20) people attended the community drop-in session on 5 March 2018 to ask questions and/or
provide feedback.
A media alert was issued on 12 March 2018 as a reminder that the feedback period was almost complete.
In addition to the above mentioned consultation, Roads and Maritime also met or spoke with various
individual community members throughout the display regarding the proposal.

1.3 Purpose of the report
This submissions report relates to the REF prepared for the Raleigh Bridge rehabilitation and painting
project, and should be read in conjunction with that document.
The REF was placed on public display and submissions relating to the proposal and the REF were received
by Roads and Maritime. This submissions report summarises the issues raised and provides responses to
each (Chapter 2). It identifies new or revised mitigation and management measures (Chapter 3) that have
been developed in response to community feedback and submissions.
No other revisions have been made to the assessment in the REF since the project was placed on public
exhibition.
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2. Response to issues
Roads and Maritime received 16 submissions, accepted up until 16 March 2018. Table 2-1 lists the
respondents and each respondent’s allocated submission number. The table also indicates where the
issues from each submission have been addressed in this report.
Submission writers (respondents) that wish to determine how their submission was categorised and their
submission number can contact Roads and Maritime for these details.
Table 2-1: Respondents

Respondent

Submission No.

Section number where issues are addressed

Individual

01

2.2, 2.3

Individual

02

2.2, 2.3, 2.4.1

Individual

03

2.2, 2.4, 2.5

Individual

04

2.2

Individual

05

2.2, 2.6.2

Individual

06

Support

Individual

07

2.2

Individual

08

2.2, 2.3, 2.5, 2.6.3

Individual

09

2.6.4

Organisation - Rotary

10

2.2

Individual

11

2.6.1

Individual

12

2.2, 2.3

Individual

13

2.2, 2.3

Business - FTI Consulting for
Raleigh Dairy Holdings

14

2.2, 2.4.2

Organisation - Lifehouse Care
Community Services

15

2.2

Individual

16

2.2

2.1 Overview of issues raised
A total of 16 submissions were received in response to the display of the REF. These included 13
submissions from individuals, two submissions from community groups or organisations, and one
submission from a business/ company.
Each submission has been examined individually to understand the issues being raised. The issues raised
in each submission have been extracted and collated, and corresponding responses to the issues have
been provided. Where similar issues have been raised in different submissions, only one response has
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been provided. The issues raised and Roads and Maritime response to these issues forms the basis of this
chapter.
No submissions outright objected to the proposal. There was a general sentiment of support/ understanding
in the community for the need for the proposed bridge rehabilitation. However, many comments and
submissions expressed concern regarding closure of the bridge, restricted access and the proposed detour
route, including the duration of works. Several submissions sought or recommended further measures be
implemented to address some of the issues as detailed below.
Of the 16 submissions received, two were in full support of the proposal and were accepting of the
temporary bridge closure and proposed detour route, with the view that benefits of the proposal outweigh
the inconvenience. Another submission also specifically outlined support for the proposal, however raised
concern with the duration of work and associated impacts. One of the submissions did not specifically raise
concern with, or object to, the works or bridge closure, however their correspondence implies that closure
would have an impact.
Fourteen submissions raised concerns/ issues with the proposal (primarily related to the 12 month bridge
closure) that can be categorised into the following themes:
•

Access, including the following sub-categories
-

cyclists (general and events)

-

local traffic, including restricted driver licences and buses

•

Safety

•

Impact to business

•

Timeframe/ duration of works.

2.2 Issue 1, access
Thirteen submissions raised concern in relation to access (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16).
Whilst access is a key issue raised in most submissions, concerns regarding access were not uniform and
covered a range of access-related impacts for particular individuals, groups or matters. Therefore, accessrelated issues have been broken-down and categorised into sub-issues and will be addressed in the
following sub-sections to better understand and respond to specific access issues/ concerns.

2.2.1 Sub-issue 1.1, cyclist access
Submission number(s)
Seven submissions raised concerns in relation to access for cyclists (1, 2, 8, 10, 12, 15 and 16).
Issue description
Many cyclists and bicycle user groups utilise Raleigh Bridge for recreational and event cycling and it
provides a key link for a popular north-south cycling route. Prohibiting access for cyclists during the closure
would force cyclists to use alternate routes. Submissions outlined that those cycling in a general northsouth direction and following the known and common cycling route that utilises Raleigh Bridge, would be
required to use the Pacific Highway through a section where minimal shoulders are available and traffic
(including heavy vehicles) travel at high speeds. Submissions expressed concern for cyclist safety.
One submission (no.12) states that such issues would be similar for pedestrians.
A number of submissions suggest allowing cyclists and/or pedestrians to utilise the bridge during the works,
at least for periodic intervals, similar to school buses.
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Note that a cycling tour company also utilises the bridge to conduct tours to Bellingen but for the purposes
of this report this submission has been included in Section 2.4.1.
Response
The submissions indicate that use of the bridge and associated roadway by cyclists is common and
popular. The bridge provides a valued and important link for cyclists.
As outlined in the FAQs (refer to Appendix A), painting a steel bridge is an extremely complex process
requiring months of planning and preparation. The bridge would be closed for the duration of the work to
allow erection of scaffold and containment, and blasting and painting work. The closure is required to
facilitate the works, minimise risk to the containment system (which would also reduce room available on
the bridge) and maintain safety.
Considering the need for closure of the bridge and in response to the concerns raised about cyclist access,
Roads and Maritime have investigated options of allowing cyclists to cross during the works. Roads and
Maritime will continue to work with and inform the community regarding suitable options in advance of
works starting.
In particular, Roads and Maritime will install a temporary walkway on one side of the bridge to facilitate
cyclists and pedestrians crossing the river while the work is carried out. The community will be informed of
the details of this arrangement, including how it can be accessed, before work starts.

2.2.2 Sub-issue 1.2, cycling event access
Submission number(s)
Submission numbers 10 and 15 requested access to the bridge for planned cycling events, including the
annual Cycle Challenge fundraising event run by the Coffs City Rotary Club and the Coffs Harbour Charity
Ride supported by Lifehouse Care Community Services.
Issue description
Rotary Cycle Challenge: The event is in its ninth year and attracts up to 900 riders from NSW, Queensland,
Victoria and Tasmania. Over the past eight years the event has raised many thousands of dollars which
have been donated to local and Rotary charities.
The submission outlined that closure of the bridge would impact this event and expressed concern for
cyclist safety if required to use the proposed detour route.
Rotary seek approval for access to the bridge for event riders and safety vehicles for a six-hour period,
between 6.00 am to 1.00 pm on Sunday, 28 October 2018.
Rotary propose to engage professional traffic controllers on the eastern and western side of the bridge in
accordance with Roads and Maritime recommendations. They would ensure specific and additional
signage is set up on the approaches each side of the bridge and will introduce a neutral zone, limiting rider
speed to 10 km per hour, for a distance before, over, and after the bridge, in accordance with any Roads
and Maritime recommendations.
Coffs Harbour Charity Ride: Closure of bridge will impact the planned cycling event. The organisers have
requested access to bridge (between 6.00 am and 11.00 am) for Coffs Harbour Charity Ride on 5 May
2018 for approximately 50 to 80 cyclists.
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Response
The need to close the bridge during works has been outlined previously and in the REF. However, Roads
and Maritime acknowledges the concerns/ requests raised.
Roads and Maritime will work with the organisers of the Rotary Cycle Challenge to facilitate access across
the bridge during the event.
Roads and Maritime will work with the organisers of the Coffs Harbour Charity Ride to facilitate access
across the bridge during this cycling event.

2.2.3 Sub-issue 1.3, local traffic, including restricted licences and bus
access
Submission number(s)
Five submissions raised concerns in relation to access for local traffic, including buses (3, 4, 5, 7 and 13).
Issue description
The following is a summary of the concerns raised in submissions:
•

The detour around the bridge closure will increase travel distance, times, fuel usage and cost for local
residents

•

Some local residents have restricted licenses and access essential services in Urunga. Licence
conditions restrict them from using the detour route via the Pacific Highway, resulting in loss of access
to everyday needs, goods and services such as supermarkets, pharmacies and doctors

•

School/ TAFE buses (in addition to Busways) use the route for rural pickup of students and request
access twice a day – morning and afternoon

•

It has been suggested some school buses are relatively empty and that consolidated bus services could
be utilised and therefore could allow other light vehicle access to the bridge and lessen access impacts

•

Consideration should be given to opening the bridge to local traffic twice a day (eg during school traffic
times).

Response
Raleigh Bridge is an important crossing across the Bellinger River, linking the communities of Repton,
Raleigh, Mylestom and Urunga. The bridge is 83 years old and consequently, requires this essential
maintenance to ensure it can continue servicing the community. Without the work, the bridge would
continue to deteriorate and may eventually need to be closed. Roads and Maritime acknowledge the
inconvenience the closure would pose to the community and thanks the community for their patience during
these essential works.
Repainting the bridge and repairing steel elements is a complicated process that will take time, as
explained in the FAQs (see Appendix A). Roads and Maritime will investigate all practical options to
expedite the work. It is Roads and Maritime’s intention to complete this essential maintenance as quickly
and efficiently as possible so the bridge can be reopened to all traffic.
Roads and Maritime will work with TAFE to allow buses transporting students to cross the bridge at the
same time as the school buses.
School buses will be speed limited and individually guided across using traffic controllers. Allowing general
traffic to access the bridge will require the installation of additional traffic barriers to protect the scaffold and
containment. The bridge is too narrow to allow the installation of such barriers whilst maintaining enough
width for school buses to use the bridge. Closing the bridge to general traffic will allow Roads and Maritime
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to complete the works as efficiently as possible and minimise the overall project time and cost as much as
possible.
Roads and Maritime have identified a number of restricted licence holders who might be affected by the
bridge closure. Roads and Maritime will work with these people throughout the project to minimise impacts
associated with the closure.

2.3 Issue 2, safety
Submission number(s)
Five submissions (1, 2, 8, 12 and 13) raised concerns in relation to safety (these are interrelated with
issues discussed previously in terms of access and the proposed detour route via the Pacific Highway).
Issue description
•

The submissions received expressed that the Pacific Highway between Waterfall Way and Mailmans
Track Road is not a viable safe alternative for cyclists. They outlined that cyclists would need to use the
Pacific Highway as an alternative route due to the bridge closure through a section where minimal
shoulders are available and traffic (including heavy vehicles) travel at high speeds. This is a safety
concern expressed by submitters.

•

One of the submissions received suggested that the detour route via the Pacific Highway is not as safe
(including for vehicles), and some residents try to avoid using it for local access.

Response
Roads and Maritime will install a temporary walkway on one side of the bridge to facilitate cyclists and
pedestrians crossing the river while the work is carried out. The community will be informed of the details of
this arrangement, including how it can be accessed, before work starts.
School buses will be speed limited and individually guided across the bridge by traffic controllers. The
bridge is too narrow to allow other traffic to use it during the works. Closing the bridge to general traffic will
allow Roads and Maritime to complete the works as quickly as possible and minimise the overall project
time and cost.
The Pacific Highway provides a suitable detour route for general traffic and vehicles.

2.4 Issue 3, impact to business
Submission number(s)
Three submissions (2, 3 and 14) raised concerns in relation to the impact on local businesses. One
submission was about local business generally, whilst two submissions were about specific businesses.
Specific businesses have been addressed separately below.
Issue description
•

The submissions outlined that Raleigh Bridge is part of a tourist drive. Bridge closure would cause a
disconnect for local tourism and affect business patronage at the winery, local Raleigh hall for functions
and caravan parks. Submissions suggested that this could impact revenue/ operating costs.
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Response
As discussed previously, Raleigh Bridge is an important crossing across the Bellinger River, linking the
communities of Repton, Raleigh, Mylestom and Urunga. The bridge is old and consequently, requires this
essential maintenance. This process is complicated and will take time, as explained in the FAQs (see
Appendix A). Without the work, the bridge would continue to deteriorate and may eventually need to be
closed. During closure, a detour route is available via Pacific Highway. It is Roads and Maritime’s intention
to complete this essential maintenance as quickly as possible so the bridge can be reopened to all traffic.
Roads and Maritime will investigate practical options to expedite the work.
Roads and Maritime acknowledge the inconvenience that this will cause and thanks the community for their
patience during these essential works.

2.4.1 Sub-issue 3.1 cycling tour company
Submission number(s)
Submission number 2 raised concern regarding the impact on their local cycling tour business, should
access not be allowed for the closure period.
Issue description
The submission outlined that the Tour de Bello is based out of Urunga and the ride routes make extensive
use of the Raleigh Bridge, the Old Pacific Highway and adjoining roads in the Bellingen and Coffs Coast
region. In 2017 the Tour rides crossed the bridge every day, usually twice for the outward and return legs of
the rides.
The Tour runs over four days from Thursday through Sunday typically starting at ~7:30 am (~2.00 pm on
Thursday) and finish times varying. Support vehicles are also supplied for the rides. In 2017 the tour ran
from 31 August to 3 September. In 2018 the tour is planned for 23-26 August.
The submission expressed concern that the Pacific Highway between Waterfall Way and Mailmans Track
Road is not a viable alternative for cyclists. Closure of the bridge for the project means the tour may have to
be cancelled this year due the lead time to investigate, organise and publicise alternative ride routes.
Alternative tour routes or cancellation of the tour have financial implications.
Response
Roads and Maritime will install a temporary walkway on one side of the bridge to facilitate cyclists and
pedestrians crossing the river while the work is carried out. Roads and Maritime will continue to work with
the event organiser.

2.4.2 Sub issue 3.2, Raleigh Dairy Holdings
Submission number(s)
Submission number 14 outlined concerns for the impact to dairy operations caused by the closure.
Issue description
The company currently operates two dairy farms, located at:
•

1148 North Bank Road, Raleigh and

•

669 Yellow Rock Road, Yellow Rock.
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The company operates dairies at each property, milking approximately 900 cows across the two locations.
The company engages 12 staff to operate the facilities, operating seven days a week.
The properties are dissected by the Bellinger River, staff travel between the two properties via the bridge
on a daily basis, moving feed, livestock and fuel amongst other items as required, often using light trucks
and tractors.
In the submission, an arrangement is sought for a scheduled time to allow these duties each day (it has
previously been mentioned that the dairy operations could utilise the school bus access to cross the bridge
twice a day).
The alternative is an extended trip which the submissions says would significantly impact operations due to
staff having to travel greater distances and be removed from the operations of the properties.
Response
Roads and Maritime will continue to work with this customer to better understand their needs and ways
they can be assisted.

2.5 Issue 4, timeframe/ duration of works
Submission number(s)
Two submissions (3 and 8) specifically expressed concerns for the duration of work.
Issue description
•

Submission number 3 was supportive of the proposal but expressed concern that the length of time
involved would exacerbate impacts to access and businesses.

•

Submission 8 expressed concerns for cyclists and their safety if they have to use the Pacific Highway
as a detour for 12 months.

Response
Repainting the bridge and repairing steel elements is a complicated process that will take time, as
explained in the FAQs (see Appendix A). It is Roads and Maritime’s intention to complete this essential
maintenance as quickly as possible so the bridge can be reopened to all traffic. Roads and Maritime
will investigate all practical ways to expediate the works.
Matters relating to access, safety and business have been addressed previously.

2.6 Issue 5, other matters and additional works
2.6.1 Issue 5.1, additional works (lighting)
Submission number(s)
One submission (no. 11) requested lighting be installed on the bridge.
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Issue description
•

Request the installation of lighting mounted on the bridge to shine at the water below to encourage
better fish habitat and fishing at night. The submission suggested this would be beneficial for the river,
locals and fishing industry.

Response
Roads and Maritime have considered this suggestion and appreciates the feedback. However, lighting the
waterway below the bridge is not part of the project scope and this may have other environmental
considerations. Any permanent lighting installed during this project would be from a road safety and traffic
perspective, however in this instance there would be no need for lighting at the Raleigh Bridge.

2.6.2 Issue 5.2, additional works (road signage)
Submission number(s)
One submission (no. 5) recommended updated road signage.
Issue description
•

Submission 5 suggested updating directional signage at the Waterfall Way and Perry’s Road exits.

Response
Roads and Maritime will investigate this suggestion and appreciates the feedback.

2.6.3 Issue 5.3, additional works (cycling infrastructure)
Submission number(s)
One submission (no. 8) suggested improvements for safer cycling infrastructure.
Issue description
•

The submission suggested to upgrade the Pacific Highway between Urunga and Mailman’s Track
interchange to allow cyclists to safely navigate this stretch before closing the bridge.

Response
Roads and Maritime will install a temporary walkway on one side of the bridge to facilitate cyclists and
pedestrians crossing the river while work is carried out. The community will be informed of the details of this
arrangement, including how it can be accessed, before work starts.

2.6.4 Issue 5.5, other matters
Submission number(s)
One submission (no. 9) raised concern about speeding in the local area.
Issue description
•

The submitter expressed concerns about the number of motorists speeding past their house on the Old
Pacific Highway.
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Response
Roads and Maritime appreciate community members and stakeholders taking the time to provide feedback.
This information regarding speeding motorists has been passed onto local police.

Raleigh Bridge rehabilitation and painting
Submissions report
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3. Environmental management
The REF for the Raleigh Bridge rehabilitation and painting identified the framework for environmental
management, including safeguards and management measures that would be adopted to avoid or reduce
environmental impacts (Section 7 of the review of environmental factors).
After consideration of the issues raised in the public submissions, the safeguard and management
measures of the REF have been revised. The main revision to the safeguard and management measures
is in relation to concerns raised regarding access, particularly for cyclists and pedestrians during the bridge
closure. The revisions involve additional commitments and measures, related to:
•

Installing a temporary walkway on one side of the bridge to facilitate cyclists and pedestrians crossing
the river while the work is carried out. The community will be informed of the details of this
arrangement, including how it can be accessed, before work starts

•

Working with TAFE to allow buses transporting students to cross the bridge at the same time as school
buses

•

Working with bicycle user groups, charities and related businesses to facilitate access for events

•

Continuing to work with Raleigh Dairy Holdings to better understand their needs and ways they can be
assisted

•

Roads and Maritime have identified a number of restricted licence holders who might be affected by the
bridge closure. Roads and Maritime will work with these people throughout the project to minimise
impacts associated with the closure.

Should the proposal proceed, environmental management will be guided by the framework and measures
outlined below.

3.1 Environmental management plans (or system)
A number of safeguards and management measures have been identified in order to minimise adverse
environmental impacts, including social impacts, which could potentially arise as a result of the proposal.
Should the proposal proceed, these management measures would be incorporated into the detailed design
and applied during the construction and operation of the proposal.
A Construction Environmental Management Plan (CEMP) will be prepared to describe safeguards and
management measures identified. The CEMP will provide a framework for establishing how these
measures will be implemented and who would be responsible for their implementation.
The CEMP will be prepared prior to construction of the proposal and will be reviewed and certified by
environment staff, of the Roads and Maritime Northern Region, prior to the commencement of any on-site
works. The CEMP will be a working document, subject to ongoing change and updated as necessary to
respond to specific requirements. The CEMP would be developed in accordance with the specifications set
out in the QA Specification G36 – Environmental Protection (Management System), QA Specification G38
– Soil and Water Management (Soil and Water Plan), QA Specification G40 – Clearing and Grubbing, QA
Specification G10 - Traffic Management and AS4361.1 Guide to Lead Paint Management - Industrial
Applications.

Raleigh Bridge rehabilitation and painting
Submissions report
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3.2 Summary of safeguards and management measures
The REF for the Raleigh Bridge rehabilitation and painting identified a range of environmental outcomes
and management measures that would be required to avoid or reduce the environmental impacts, including
social impacts.
After consideration of the issues raised in the public submissions, the environmental management
measures for the project (refer to Chapter 7 of the REF) have been revised. Should the project proceed, the
environmental management measures in Table 3-1 will guide the subsequent phases of the Raleigh Bridge
rehabilitation and painting project. Additional and/or modified environmental safeguards and management
measures to those presented in the REF have been underlined and deleted measures, or parts of
measures, have been struck out.

Raleigh Bridge rehabilitation and painting
Submissions report
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Table 3-1: Summary of environmental safeguards and management measures

No.

Impact

Environmental safeguards and management measures

Responsibility

Timing

1.

Waste

Lead paint materials are to be managed in accordance with the Australian Standard AS4361.1
‘Guide to Lead Paint Management – Part 1 Industrial Applications 1995’.

Contractor

Pre-construction, during
construction.

2.

Potentially contaminated waste/ hazardous waste is to be stored separately from other waste
streams generated at the site.

Contractor

During construction

3.

To minimise the risk of impacts from flooding, the quantity of waste stored on site is not to exceed
the volume of waste that can be removed in 1 to 2 days.

Contractor

During construction

4.

Resource management hierarchy principles are to be followed:

Contractor

Pre-construction, during
construction.

•
•
•

Avoid unnecessary resource consumption as a priority.
Avoidance is followed by resource recovery (including reuse of materials, reprocessing,
recycling and energy recovery).
Disposal is undertaken as a last resort.

(in accordance with the Waste Avoidance & Resource Recovery Act 2001).
5.

A Waste Management Plan must be prepared that follows the Roads and Maritime Services
Technical Guide: Management of road construction and maintenance waste and the requirements
of the Australian Standard AS4361.1 ‘Guide to Lead Paint Management – Part 1 Industrial
Applications 1995’.

Contractor

Pre-construction, during
construction.

6.

Working areas are to be maintained, kept free of rubbish and cleaned up at the end of each
working day.

Contractor

During construction

7.

There is to be no disposal or re-use of construction waste on to other land.

Contractor

During construction.

8.

Waste is not to be burnt on site.

Contractor

During construction

9.

All wastewater from vessels is to be discharged at an approved vessel wastewater disposal facility. Contractor
No vessel wastewater is to be discharged (ie pumped out) directly into the water or onto any land

During construction.
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No.

Impact

Environmental safeguards and management measures

Responsibility

Timing

adjacent.
10.

Waste material is not to be left on site once the work has been completed.

Contractor

Pre-construction, during
construction.

11.

Non-recyclable wastes are to be collected and disposed of at licenced waste facilities only.

Contractor

During construction

12.

Temporary storage of contaminated waste at the site compound is to be in sealed containers
within a self-safe storage container and double bunded and sign posted as contaminated waste.

Contractor

During construction

13.

Storage of hazardous waste (ie removed lead paint flakes and dust), restricted solid waste or liquid Contractor
waste (or a combination of these) on site at any time is not to exceed five tonnes otherwise an
Environment Protection Licence under the POEO Act is required.

During construction

14.

Any contaminated waste generated by the proposal is to be disposed of in accordance with the
EPA approved methods of waste disposal.

Contractor

During construction

15.

Treatment of hazardous waste (ie lead paint from lead paint removal activities) is to be off site at a
licenced facility.

Contractor

During construction

16.

Bulk project waste (eg fill) sent to a site not owned by Roads and Maritime (excluding Office and
Environment and Heritage licensed landfills) for land disposal is to have prior formal written
approval from the landowner, in accordance with Environmental Direction No. 20 – Legal Off-site
disposal of Bulk RTA Project Wastes.

Roads and
Maritime and
Contractor

During construction

17.

A waste transport licence and waste tracking is required for hazardous waste.

Contractor

During construction

A Noise and Vibration Management Plan (NVMP) is to be prepared and implemented as part of
the CEMP. The NVMP is to generally follow the approach in the Interim Construction Noise
Guideline (ICNG) and Construction Noise and Vibration Guideline (CNVG) and identify:

Contractor

Detailed design, preconstruction

18.

Noise and
vibration

•
•

All potential significant noise and vibration generating activities associated with the activity.
Measures to be implemented during construction to minimise noise and vibration impacts such
as restrictions on working hours, staging, placement and operation of work compounds,
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No.

Impact

Environmental safeguards and management measures

•
•
•
19.

Noise and
Vibration Community
consultation

Timing

Contractor

Pre-construction, during
construction

Contractor

Pre-construction, during
construction

Contractor

During construction

Contractor

During construction

parking and storage areas, temporary noise barriers and controlling the location and use of
vibration generation equipment.
A monitoring program to assess performance against relevant noise and vibration criteria.
Arrangements for consultation with affected neighbours and sensitive receivers, including
notification and complaint handling procedures.
Contingency measures to be implemented in the event of non-compliance with noise and
vibration criteria.

Provide specific notification for all identified residential receivers (refer to REF Figure 6-1),
particularly relating to highly noise emitting activities (such as grit-blaster, high pressure water
washer, dust extractor and compressor) and activities scheduled outside standard construction
hours. Notification is to be in the form of:
•
•
•

Responsibility

Website updates
Media releases and traffic alerts
Email distribution list.

Provide periodic notification of all receivers of works (monthly letterbox drops or equivalent).
20.

Noise and
Vibration - Site
inductions

All employees, contractors and subcontractors are to receive an environmental induction. The
induction is to at least include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

All relevant project specific and standard noise and vibration mitigation measures
Relevant license and approval conditions
Permissible hours of work
Any limitations on high noise generating activities
Location of nearest sensitive receivers
Construction employee parking areas
Designated loading/ unloading areas and procedures
Site opening/ closing times (including deliveries)
Environmental incident procedures.

21.

Noise and
Vibration Behavioural
practice

•
•

No swearing or unnecessary shouting or loud stereos/ radios on site.
No dropping of materials from height, throwing of metal items and slamming of doors.

22.

Noise and
Vibration Monitoring

Consistent with any specific requirements of the approved NVMP a monitoring program is to be
implemented during construction. The program is to include:
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No.

Impact

Environmental safeguards and management measures
•
•
•

23.

Responsibility

Timing

Where feasible and reasonable, construction is to be carried out during the standard daytime
working hours. Work generating high noise and/or vibration levels is to be scheduled during
less sensitive time periods.
If work is required to occur at night, assessment of specific activities is to be undertaken in
accordance with the CNVG and appropriate mitigation measures implemented.

Roads and
Maritime project
manager

During construction

Verification noise monitoring for highly noise emitting activities (such as grit-blaster, high
pressure water washer, dust extractor and compressor).
Verification noise monitoring for noisy activities (such as grit-blaster, high pressure water
washer, dust extractor and compressor) outside standard construction hours.
Monitoring of noise and vibration is to be undertaken upon receipt of complaints. Each
complaint is to be investigated and where the noise exceeds allowable limits, appropriate
noise amelioration measures are to be put in place.

Noise and
Vibration Construction
hours and
scheduling

•

24.

Noise and
Vibration Equipment
selection

•

Use quieter and less vibration emitting construction methods where feasible and reasonable.

Contractor

During construction

25.

Noise and
Vibration Maximum noise
levels.

•

The noise levels of plant and equipment are to have operating Sound Power or Sound
Pressure Levels compliant with the criteria in Table F.1 of the Construction Noise and
Vibration Guideline.

Contractor

During construction

26.

Noise and
Vibration - Rental
plant and
equipment

•

The noise levels of plant and equipment items are to be considered in rental decisions and in
any case, cannot be used on site unless compliant with the criteria in Table F.1 of the CNVG.

Contractor

During construction

27.

Noise and
Vibration - Use
and siting of plant

•

Simultaneous operation of noisy plant within discernible range of a sensitive receiver is to be
avoided.
The offset distance between noisy plant and adjacent sensitive receivers is to be maximised.
Plant used intermittently to be throttled down or shut down when not in use.
Noise-emitting plant to be directed away from sensitive receivers.

Contractor

During construction

Noise and
Vibration - Plan
worksites and
activities to
minimise noise

•

Plan traffic flow, parking and loading/ unloading areas to minimise reversing movements within
the site.

Contractor

During construction

28.

•

•
•
•
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No.

Impact

Environmental safeguards and management measures

Responsibility

Timing

and vibration
29.

Noise and
Vibration - Nontonal reversing
alarms

•

Non-tonal reversing beepers (or an equivalent mechanism) are to be fitted and used on all
construction vehicles and mobile plant regularly used on site and for any out of hours work.

Contractor

During construction

30.

Noise and
Vibration Minimise
disturbance
arising from
delivery of goods
to construction
sites

•

Loading and unloading of materials/ deliveries is to occur as far as possible from sensitive
receivers.
Select site access points and roads as far as possible away from sensitive receivers.
Dedicated loading/ unloading areas to be shielded if close to sensitive receivers.
Delivery vehicles to be fitted with straps rather than chains for unloading, wherever possible.

Contractor

During construction

31.

Noise and
Vibration Ancillary
compounds

•

The ancillary plant compound is to be acoustically screened from surrounding receivers.
Screening elements are to be of a sufficient height and located as close as practical to noise
sources in order to maximise their effectiveness.

Contractor

During construction

32.

Noise and
Vibration - Shield
stationary or
localised noise
sources such as
pumps,
compressors,
fans etc

•

Whenever practical, work areas are to be screened to reduce noise levels at receivers. Many
of the proposed activities are to be confined to discreet work areas and are thus suitable for
temporary screening. If traffic diversions are necessary to permit temporary screening this
should be considered.
Stationary noise sources are to be enclosed or shielded whilst ensuring that the occupational
health and safety of workers is maintained. Appendix F of AS 2436: 1981 lists materials
suitable for shielding.

Contractor

During construction

Non-Aboriginal
heritage

•

If unexpected heritage items are uncovered during the works, all works must cease in the
vicinity of the material/ find and the steps in the Roads and Maritime Services Standard
Management Procedure: Unexpected Heritage Items must be followed. Roads and Maritime
Services Senior Environment Specialist - Heritage must be contacted immediately.
Work is only to re-commence once the requirements of that Procedure have been satisfied.

Contractor

Detailed design, preconstruction

33.

•
•
•

•

•
34.

•
•

Any painting of a heritage item is to be in the same colour scheme as that of the existing colour Contractor
scheme.
Bridge elements are to be repainted in a colour scheme (Roads and Maritime Services Bridge
Grey) that is consistent with that of the existing bridge. Note that the original guardrail is in situ

During construction
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No.

Impact

Environmental safeguards and management measures

Responsibility

Timing

and mostly intact and contributes to the heritage significance of the bridge. This feature is to be
retained and restored where damaged. It is noted that the original guardrail is white in colour.
This colour is to be retained to differentiate the guardrail from the steel structure of the bridge.
35.

•

Specific consideration is to be given to the connection points between the temporary
scaffolding and paint containment equipment and the steel fabric of the bridge. These
connection points are to be monitored and remediated with paint at completion of the works.

Contractor

During construction

36.

•

As per recommendations from the Bellingen Shire Council, should significant repairs/
replacement of the steel truss work be required, consideration should be given to subtly
distinguishing the new work from old, eg through date stamping new work. Consideration can
be given to the Roads and Maritime Bridge Aesthetics Guidelines July 2012 for guidance in
this regard.

Roads and
Maritime

During construction

37.

•

If an existing heritage item or item identified on the Roads and Maritime Services s.170
register is on site or in the near vicinity of the works, the item is to be protected to prevent any
damage or disturbance.

Contractor

During construction

38.

Hydrological
impacts

Prepare a CEMP in accordance with the specifications set out in the QA Specification G36 Environmental Protection (Management) System to guide the implementation of environmental
impact mitigation measures, identify key roles and responsibilities for environmental monitoring
and methods of reporting incidents.

Contractor

Pre- construction

39.

Erosion/
sedimentation

A site-specific Erosion and Sediment Control Plan is to be prepared and implemented as part of
the CEMP.

Contractor

Pre- construction

The plan is to identify detailed measures and controls to be applied to minimise erosion and
sediment control risks including (where relevant) but not limited to: runoff, diversion and drainage
points, sumps, scour protection; stabilising disturbed areas as soon as possible; check dams,
fencing and swales and staged implementation arrangements.
The plan is to also include arrangements for managing wet weather events, including monitoring of
potential high-risk events (such as storms) and specific controls and follow-up measures to be
applied in the event of wet weather.
Work is to only commence once all erosion and sediment controls have been established. The
controls are to be maintained in place until the work is complete and all exposed erodible materials
are stable.
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No.

Environmental safeguards and management measures

Responsibility

Timing

40.

Erosion and sedimentation controls are to be checked and maintained on a regular basis
(including clearing of sediment from behind barriers) and records kept and provided on request.

Contractor

During construction

41.

Work is to cease and all sediment control measures checked and repaired or re-installed (if
required) if heavy rainfall was forecast.

Contractor

During construction

42.

The maintenance of established stockpile sites during construction is to be in accordance with the
Roads and Maritime Services Stockpile Site Management Guideline (EMS-TG-10).

Contractor

During construction

There is to be no release of dirty water into drainage lines and/or waterways.

Contractor

During construction

44.

Visual monitoring of local water quality (ie turbidity, hydrocarbon spills/ slicks) is to be undertaken
on a regular basis to identify any potential spills or deficient erosion and sediment controls.

Contractor

During construction

45.

Construction vessels (including barges) are only to be used at suitable tides when no less than
600mm clearance is available between the underside of the vessel and the bed of the waterway.

Contractor

During construction

46.

Prepare an emergency response plan for flood events for the proposed work. Include a procedure
for rapid removal in the emergency response plan and location for the material.

Contractor

Pre-construction

47.

Establish the compound site in such a way to limit potential impacts from flooding (eg on as high a
ground as possible and store all materials on trailers that are readily removed in the event of a
flood.)

Contractor

During construction

48.

Include a Work Method Statement (WMS) in CEMP on compound site evacuation procedure.
Issues to be addressed in the WMS include:

Contractor

During construction

Contractor

During construction

43.

Impact

Reduced water
quality

•
•
•
•
49.

Responsibility for monitoring flood threat/ flood warning information and how it is to be done
training for staff on evacuation
demonstrate that specific equipment for evacuation is readily available
detail where compound site equipment, waste, materials, site sheds etc are to be relocated
prior to flood.

Ensure that staff are aware that the works involve the removal of lead-based paint and the impacts
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No.

Impact

Environmental safeguards and management measures

Responsibility

Timing

associated with the release of this hazardous waste to the environment.
50.

Written evidence is to be obtained from the storage and trailer providers to demonstrate that the
time taken to remove all storage containers can be undertaken in the timeframe required in the
event of a flood (ie: same day as flood warning is issued).

Contractor

During construction

51.

Consider toxicity (with regard to human health and environmental impact) of the abrasive blasting
media.

Contractor

During construction

52.

Monitor weather conditions closely at all times. Check the BoM site at least daily for updates. In
the event of potential flooding, remove all contaminated waste and dispersible material from flood
prone areas.

Contractor

During construction

53.

A spill containment kit is to be available at all times. All personnel are to be made aware of the
location of the kit and trained in its effective deployment.

Contractor

During construction

54.

Construct the containment structure to capture any potential release of lead base paint in
accordance with the requirements of AS4361.1 Guide to Lead Paint Management - Industrial
Applications, Appendix E.

Contractor

During construction

55.

Check containment system regularly and promptly repair any breaches.

Contractor

During construction

56.

Capture all waste from the cleaning and painting operations in the containment system and
dispose of at a waste treatment facility licensed to receive lead contaminated waste.

Contractor

During construction

57.

If a spill occurs, the Roads and Maritime’s Environmental Incident Classification and Reporting
Procedure is to be followed and the Roads and Maritime Contract Manager notified as soon as
practicable.

Contractor

During construction

58.

Required fuels and other liquids are to be stored in self-safe chemical storage containers.

Contractor

During construction

59.

Refuelling of plant and equipment is to occur in impervious bunded areas located a minimum of 50

Contractor

During construction
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No.

Impact

Environmental safeguards and management measures

Responsibility

Timing

m from drainage lines or waterways or as approved by the Roads and Maritime Environment
Officer.
60.

Refuelling of plant and equipment on barges is to occur within a double-bunded area.

Contractor

During construction

61.

Unnecessary storage of fuels, lubricants or other compounds on-site are to be avoided.

Contractor

During construction

62.

Cleaning of tools and equipment is to occur within a designated bunded wash-down bay.

Contractor

During construction

63.

Water utilised for cleaning of tools is to be minimised and obtained from the town water supply.

Contractor

During construction

64.

All equipment is to be maintained in good working order and operated according to manufacturer’s
specifications.

Contractor

During construction

65.

Excess debris from cleaning and washing are to be removed using hand tools.

Contractor

During construction

66.

Water quality control measures are to be used to prevent any materials (eg concrete, grout,
sediment etc) entering drain inlets or waterways.

Contractor

During construction

67.

Potable water is to be used for wash down.

Contractor

During construction

68.

Containment material is to be used to capture/ filter water used in wash down.

Contractor

During construction

Erosion and sediment control measures are to be implemented and maintained to:

Contractor

Pre- and during
construction

Contractor

During construction

69.

Soils

Prevent sediment moving off-site and sediment laden water entering any water course,
drainage lines, or drain inlets
• Reduce water velocity and capture sediment on site
• Minimise the amount of material transported from site to surrounding pavement surfaces
• Divert clean water around the site.
(in accordance with the Landcom/ Department of Housing Managing Urban Stormwater, Soils and
Construction Guidelines (the Blue Book)).
•

70.

Erosion and sedimentation controls are to be checked and maintained on a regular basis
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No.

Impact

Environmental safeguards and management measures

Responsibility

Timing

(including clearing of sediment from behind barriers) and records kept and provided on request.
71.

Erosion and sediment control measures are not to be removed until the works are complete and
areas are stabilised.

Contractor

During construction

72.

Work areas are to be stabilised progressively during the works.

Contractor

During construction

73.

A progressive erosion and sediment control plan is to be prepared for the works.

Contractor

Pre- and during
construction

74.

The maintenance of established stockpile sites is to be in accordance with the Roads and Maritime Contractor
Services Stockpile Site Management Guideline (EMS-TG-10).

During construction

75.

Contaminated
land

If contaminated areas are encountered during construction, appropriate control measures are to be Contractor
implemented to manage the immediate risks of contamination. All other work that may impact on
the contaminated area is to cease until the nature and extent of the contamination has been
confirmed and any necessary site-specific controls or further actions identified in consultation with
the Roads and Maritime Environment Manager and/or EPA.

Detailed design, preconstruction

76.

Accidental spill

A site-specific emergency spill plan is to be developed, and include spill management measures in
accordance with the Roads and Maritime Code of Practice for Water Management (RTA, 1999)
and relevant EPA guidelines. The plan is to address measures to be implemented in the event of a
spill, including initial response and containment, notification of emergency services and relevant
authorities (including Roads and Maritime and EPA officers).

Contractor

Detailed design, preconstruction

77.

Acid sulfate soils

Potential or actual ASS (if encountered), are to be managed in accordance with the Roads and
Maritime Services Guidelines for the Management of Acid Sulphate Materials 2005.

Contractor

During construction

78.

Biodiversity

There is to be no disturbance or damage to threatened species or critical habitat.

Contractor

During construction

79.

Works are not to harm threatened fauna (including where they inhabit bridges or other structures
eg timber fence posts).

Contractor

During construction

80.

If unexpected threatened fauna or flora species are discovered, stop works immediately and follow
the Roads and Maritime Services Unexpected Threatened Species Find Procedure in the Roads
and Maritime Services Biodiversity Guidelines 2011 – Guide 1 (Pre-clearing process).

Contractor

During construction

81.

All pathogens (eg Chytid, Myrtle Rust and Phytophthora) are to be managed in accordance with
the Roads and Maritime Services Biodiversity Guidelines - Guide 7 (Pathogen Management) and
DECC Statement of Intent 1: Infection of native plants by Phytophthora cinnamomi (for
Phytophthora).

Contractor

During construction
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No.

Impact

Environmental safeguards and management measures

Responsibility

Timing

82.

Declared noxious weeds are to be managed according to requirements under the Noxious Weeds
Act 1993 and Guide 6 (Weed Management) of the Roads and Maritime Services Biodiversity
Guidelines 2011.

Contractor

During construction

83.

Fauna handling must be carried out in accordance with the requirements the Roads and Maritime
Services Biodiversity Guidelines - Guide 9 (Fauna Handling).

Contractor

During construction

84.

Works are not to create an ongoing barrier to the movement of wildlife.

Contractor

Pre-construction and
during construction

85.

Pruning of mature trees is to be in accordance with Part 5 of the Australian Standard 4373-2007
Pruning of amenity trees.

Contractor

During construction

86.

Anchoring and/or use of construction vessels (including barges) is not permitted over sensitive
marine vegetation or rocky reef habitat

Contractor

During construction

87.

All activities are to minimise disturbance to shallow water habitats under, and in the immediate
vicinity of water based structures, including disturbance of seabed sediments and smothering
habitats from propeller strike or excessive propeller wash.

Contractor

During construction

88.

All activities are to be carried out to avoid spreading marine pests including:

Contractor

During construction

Contractor

Detailed design/ preconstruction

Contractor

Detailed design/ preconstruction

•
•
89.

A Flora and Fauna Management Plan is to be prepared in accordance with Roads and Maritime's
Biodiversity Guidelines: Protecting and Managing Biodiversity on RTA Projects (RTA, 2011) and
implemented as part of the CEMP. It is to include, but not be limited to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

90.

Removal of weeds, animals or sediment from equipment and disposal to an appropriate waste
receptacle or facility
Disposal of sewage and bilge water at an approved pump out facility

plans showing areas to be cleared and areas to be protected, including exclusion zones,
protected habitat features and revegetation areas
requirements set out in the Landscape Guideline (RTA, 2008)
pre-clearing survey requirements
procedures for unexpected threatened species finds and fauna handling
procedures addressing relevant matters specified in the Policy and guidelines for fish habitat
conservation and management (DPI Fisheries, 2013)
Protocols to manage weeds and pathogens.

Measures to further avoid and minimise the construction footprint and native vegetation or habitat
removal are to be investigated during detailed design and implemented where practicable and
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Environmental safeguards and management measures
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feasible.
91.

If pruning of any mature eucalypts is required, a pre-clearing assessment for the presence of
Koalas is to be completed by an ecologist.

Contractor

Construction

92.

Prior to works commencing, a pre-clearing survey targeting microbats shall be completed by an
ecologist. If bats are present, additional mitigation (eg exclusion sheeting etc) is to be required in
consultation with Roads and Maritime.

Contractor

Pre-construction

93.

Prior to works commencing a pre-clearing survey is to be undertaken by an ecologist to identify
and manage Welcome Swallow nests on the bridge. An ecologist is to take any nestlings to an
appropriate wildlife carer.

Contractor

Pre-construction

94.

If removal of planted trees is required on the northern side of the bridge, compensation plantings
shall be installed utilising the same numbers and species of plants affected.

Contractor

Post-construction

95.

Park trailers/ self-safe storage are to be positioned to avoid impact to the drip line of trees.

Contractor

Pre-construction

A TMP is to be prepared and implemented as part of the CEMP. The TMP is to be prepared in
accordance with the Roads and Maritime Traffic Control at Work Sites Manual (RTA, 2010) and
QA Specification G10 Control of Traffic (Roads and Maritime, 2008). The TMP is to include:

Contractor

Detailed design, preconstruction

96.

Traffic and
transport

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Measures to maintain access to local roads and properties
Site specific traffic control measures (including signage) to manage and regulate traffic
movement
Requirements and methods to consult and inform the local community of impacts on the local
road network
Access to construction sites including entry and exit locations and measures to prevent
construction vehicles queuing on public roads
A response plan for any construction traffic incident
Consideration of other developments that may be under construction to minimise traffic conflict
and congestion that may occur due to the cumulative increase in construction vehicle traffic
Monitoring, review and amendment mechanisms.

97.

•

All traffic disruptions would be communicated to road users in accordance with Roads and
Maritime policy, using the Roads and Maritime traffic alert system, and any other means
identified in the Consultation Strategy for the proposal.

Contractor

Detailed design, preconstruction

98.

•

Where possible, current vessel movements and public accesses to the waterway and
foreshore are to be maintained during work. Any disturbance is to be minimised as much as
practicable.

Contractor

Detailed design, preconstruction
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99.

A temporary walkway will be installed on one side of the bridge to facilitate cyclists and
pedestrians crossing the river while the work is carried out. The community will be informed of the
details of this arrangement, including how it can be accessed, before work starts.

Roads and
Maritime/
Contractor

Pre-construction and
during construction

100.

Roads and Maritime will work with TAFE to allow buses transporting students to cross the bridge
at the same time as the school buses.

Roads and
Maritime

Pre-construction and
during construction

101.

Roads and Maritime will work with bicycle user groups, charity rides and cycling related
businesses to facilitate access for events.

Roads and
Maritime

Pre-construction and
during construction

102.

All conditions specified by Roads and Maritime – Maritime Division are to be implemented as
follows:

Contractor

During construction

If Aboriginal heritage items are uncovered during the works, all works in the vicinity of the find must Contractor
cease and the Roads and Maritime Services Aboriginal cultural heritage officer and regional

During construction

1. Any work vessels involved in the project must comply with the relevant NSW Marine
Legislation (ie day shapes, lights etc).
2. Barge, work vessels and crew involved with the project must comply with the Marine Safety
(Domestic Commercial Vessels) National Law Act 2012.
3. A minimum of one 30 m (clear from all obstructions) navigable channel span must be open to
navigation at all times unless approved by NSW Maritime.
4. Any submerged hazards must be marked with SLB600 yellow aqua buoys sign written
“Warning Submerged Hazard”. These aqua buoys must be lit with yellow flashing lights if
hazards present before sunrise and after sunset.
5. Twenty-eight days prior to works commencing the applicant must provide Roads and Maritime
with a full scope of works including maps noting all obstructions to navigation associated with
the proposed works, so a Water Traffic Management Plan, Marine Notice and Press Notice
can be prepared.
6. A minimum 14 days’ notice if works are to continue past the advertised completion date.
7. Notification to be sent to local waterway operators:
• Urunga Anglers Club - info@urungasportfishing.com.au
• Bellinger River Tourist park – info@bellingerriver.com.au
• Mylestom General Store at North Beach
16 George Street
Mylestom NSW 2454
026554203
8. Channel blocked day shapes and lights to be suspended in the centre of all blocked spans of
the bridge. ie any works that impact the current bridge navigation channel must be closed.
9. Any other requirements as directed by Roads and Maritime – Maritime Division.
103.

Aboriginal
heritage
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All personnel working on site are to be advised of their responsibilities under the NPW Act.

Contractor

Pre-construction

Bridge works are to be managed in accordance with Roads and Maritime Bridge Aesthetics
guidelines, 2012.

Contractor

During construction

106.

Works to be carried out in accordance with Roads and Maritime EIA-N04 Guideline for Landscape
Character and visual impact assessment.

Contractor

During construction

107.

All working areas are to be maintained, kept free of rubbish and cleaned up at the end of each
working day.

Contractor

During construction

108.

Temporary site lighting is to be installed and operated in accordance with AS4282:1997 Control of
the Obtrusive Effect of Outdoor Lighting.

Contractor

During construction

109.

Project work sites, including construction areas and supporting facilities (such as storage
compounds and offices) are to be managed to minimise visual impacts, including appropriate
storage of equipment, parking, stockpile screening and arrangements for the storage and removal
of rubbish and waste materials.

Contractor

During construction

A Communication Plan (CP) is to be prepared and implemented as part of the CEMP to help
provide timely and accurate information to the community during construction. The CP is to include
(as a minimum):

Contactor

Detailed design/ preconstruction

Roads and
Maritime

Pre-construction and
during construction

environment manager contacted immediately. Steps in the Roads and Maritime Standard
Management Procedure: Unexpected Heritage Items must be followed.
104.
105.

110.

Visual character

Socio-economic

•
•

mechanisms to provide details and timing of proposed activities to affected residents, including
changed traffic and access conditions
contact name and number for complaints.

The CP is to be prepared in accordance with the Community Involvement and Communications
Resource Manual (RTA, 2008).
111.

All businesses, residential properties and other key stakeholders (eg schools, council, bus
operators) affected by the activity would be notified at least 10 working days prior to
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Roads and
Maritime

Pre-construction and
during construction

Roads and
Maritime/
Contractor

Pre-construction and
during construction

Roads and
Maritime/
Contractor

Pre-construction and
during construction

commencement of the activity. Project/ community updates would be provided throughout the
duration of works as relevant.
Notification would utilise both digital and conventional (non-digital) modes of communication (eg
media release, letter box drops, newsletters and regular updates to a project website).
Notification would include an information package, including contact name and number for
enquiries or complaints, the expected timeframe of works and any planned or potential disruptions
to utilities/ services and changed road and traffic conditions. The package is also to include details
on the Raleigh Bridge/ road closure and the available detour.
As part of the notification process, advanced warning signage would be established prior to and
during the work to ensure road users are aware of the road closure and detour. Directional signage
is to be placed along the detour route.
112.

Ongoing stakeholder and community consultation would be undertaken in accordance with the
Roads & Maritime Communication Toolkit. Consultation would include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

113.

Bellingen Shire Council
Residents and businesses within a minimum of one kilometre of the proposal
Emergency services
Bus operators
Local schools
Raleigh Dairy Holdings.

As per the notification process, advanced warning signage would be established prior to and
during the work to ensure road users are made aware of changed traffic conditions and detour
directions.
Excluding the required detour, where possible, current traffic movements and property accesses
would be maintained during the work. Any disturbance would be minimised to prevent
unnecessary traffic delays.

114.

Advanced warning signage and/or beacons (appropriate for any applicable day and night time
maritime requirements) would be established prior to and during the work to ensure any users of
the Bellinger River are aware of restricted access, changed navigational conditions or hazards
within the work area and waterway.
At least one channel under the bridge is to remain open at any one time for maritime navigational
purposes.
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115.

Environmental safeguards and management measures

Responsibility

Timing

Maintain access to and over bridge for peak morning and afternoon bus services (as negotiated
between relevant stakeholders).

Roads and
Maritime/
Contractor

Pre-construction and
during construction

Maintain ongoing consultation and cooperation between Roads and Maritime, Busways and
Transport NSW prior to and for the duration of the project, to ensure no adverse or unmanageable
impact to important services.
116.

A complaints handling procedure and register is to be included in the CEMP and is to include that
all complaints are to be responded to within 24 hours.

Roads and
Maritime/
Contractor

During construction

117.

Suitable site induction relating to site specific hazards would be undertaken for all contractor and
Roads and Maritime staff.

Roads and
Maritime/
Contractor

Pre-construction and
during construction

The work would be undertaken in accordance with all NSW health and safety legislative
requirements and relevant Australian Standards.
118.

Roads and Maritime will continue to work with Raleigh Dairy Holdings to better understand their
needs and ways they can be assisted.

Roads and
Maritime

Pre-construction and
during construction

119.

Roads and Maritime have identified and will and work with people with restricted licences
throughout the project to minimise impacts associated with the closure.

Roads and
Maritime

Pre-construction and
during construction

Measures (including watering or covering exposed areas) are to be used to minimise or prevent air
pollution and dust.

Contractor

During construction

121.

Works (including the spraying of paint and other materials) are not to be carried out during strong
winds or in weather conditions where high levels of dust or air borne particulates are likely.

Contractor

During construction

122.

Vegetation or other materials are not to be burnt on site.

Contractor

During construction

123.

Vehicles transporting waste or other materials that may produce odours or dust are to be covered
during transportation.

Contractor

During construction

124.

Stockpiles or areas that may generate dust are to be managed to suppress dust emissions in
accordance with the Roads and Maritime Services Stockpile Site Management Guideline (EMSTG-10)

Contractor

During construction

120.

Reduced air
quality
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125.

Air quality monitoring is to be undertaken in accordance with AS 4361.1 Guide to Lead Paint
Management.

Contractor

During construction

126.

Construct a containment structure to capture any potential release of lead based paint in
accordance with the requirements of AS4361.1 Guide to Lead Paint Management - Industrial
Applications, Appendix E.

Contractor

During construction

127.

Check containment system regularly and promptly repair any breaches.

Contractor

During construction

128.

Capture all waste from the cleaning and painting operations in the containment system and
dispose of at a waste treatment facility licensed to receive lead contaminated waste.

Contractor

During construction

All working areas are to be maintained, kept free of rubbish and cleaned up at the end of each
working day

Contractor

During construction

129.

Impact

Landscape
character and
visual impact
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3.3 Licensing and approvals
No additional licensing or approvals are required for the proposal.
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Appendix A
Raleigh Bridge rehabilitation and painting FAQs

Raleigh Bridge maintenance
Frequently asked questions
Roads and Maritime Services | February 2018
Why will the repainting work take up to 12
months to complete?
Painting a steel bridge is an extremely complex
process requiring months of planning and
preparation.
Following is a step-by-step guide to how we are
proposing to repaint the three truss spans on
Raleigh Bridge:
1. Set up the site compound, facilities and
noise walls
2. Set up the scaffolding and containment
system
3. Remove the existing lead based paint
4. Apply a new four-coat paint system
5. Repair damaged and corroded steel
elements
6. Dismantle and remove scaffolding.
Factors which may contribute to the duration of the
project include:
•
•
•
•

•

Raleigh Bridge has intricate lattice work,
which takes longer to blast and paint
Raleigh Bridge does not have large, flat
easy to access surfaces
The age and condition of the existing paint
will make the project more difficult
The extent of corrosion on the bridge is not
comprehensively known. We may find
more corrosion than expected once the
paint is removed and certain problems will
be harder to address than others
Weather also has the potential to be a
significant factor in completing the work.
For example, repainting will not be possible
during periods of high humidity and
flooding.

Raleigh Bridge

The estimated project duration allows contingency
for these unknowns.
Why does the bridge need to be closed for up
to 12 months?
There are a number of reasons why we are
proposing to close the bridge to carry out this
essential work:
•

•

Before we start repainting the bridge we
need to remove the existing lead-based
paint. This is a delicate process, requiring
a specially designed containment system
to ensure the lead paint does not escape
into the Bellinger River. It is important this
containment system is not damaged in any
way. Traffic using the bridge would
significantly increase the risk of the
containment system being damaged.
The safety of our workers is also a key
consideration. Given the bridge is
extremely narrow, closing the bridge helps
to ensure their safety.
1

•

Once the containment system is in place
there is limited room for vehicles to cross
the bridge.

Why are school buses allowed to cross the
bridge and not other vehicles?
Following consultation with Busways and due to
the complexity of rearranging school bus routes,
we amended the design of the containment
system.
Consequently, school buses will be permitted to
use the bridge in the periods before and after
school. These buses would be limited to 10km/h
and escorted across the bridge by a traffic
controller to ensure the containment system and
scaffolding is not damaged.
Why can’t the bridge be reopened outside
work hours?

The containment system is required to capture this
waste in an environmentally responsible manner
to minimise the risk of pollution.
Will there be noise during the work?
There will be noise associated with the work,
particularly during the paint removal activities to
remove the lead paint.
We will put in place measures to minimise these
impacts, as outlined in the REF.
Will there be impacts to river users?
We have planned the work to allow boats to pass
under the bridge at all times. Markers will be in
place to identify the navigable channel, which will
change throughout the project depending on
where we are working on the bridge. We will keep
the community informed via marine notices.

If cars were permitted to use the bridge outside
work hours, permanent barriers would need to be
placed on the bridge deck during construction to
prevent vehicles damaging the containment
system.
These barriers would reduce the width of the travel
lane and add additional load to the bridge, which
means school buses would be too wide and heavy
to cross the bridge.
How does the containment system and
scaffolding impact the bridge’s load limit?
Raleigh Bridge is currently limited to one truck at a
time crossing the bridge. The scaffolding system
we will use to repaint the bridge will add additional
load to the bridge. The additional load from the
scaffolding will mean that buses are the heaviest
vehicles that can cross the bridge during the work.
The scaffold is required to allow safe access to the
steel truss and will be wrapped in a specially
designed containment system to minimise the
environmental impacts of the work.
Why is a containment system needed to
remove the lead paint?
Removing the lead based paint will create
hazardous dust.
Without a containment system, this dust may enter
the surrounding environment or pose a risk to the
community and workers.
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